**Vintage LD… The Better Lithium Disilicate**

**By SHOFU**

Vintage LD is an innovative lithium disilicate system from Shofu that offers you greater flexibility, more treatment options and aesthetic versatility for a variety of all-ceramic anterior and posterior restorations. A combination of three perfectly compatible components comprising of high strength lithium disilicate glass ceramic ingots in varying levels of translucency, a naturally shaded, opalescent silicate based veneering porcelain and a comprehensive range of low fusing fluorescent stains offers the choice of pressing, staining and highly aesthetic cut back or full build-up layering techniques.

Designed to fulfill the demanding aesthetic requisites of discerning dental professionals, Vintage LD exhibits outstanding shade stability even with multiple firings with virtually non-existent reaction layer for a faster, simpler and error-free fabrication cycle. Available in sets or as refills to meet the individual needs of your lab.

**By SHOFU**

Reduce chair time and your inventory too… with Beautifil BULK, the new generation bulk fill resin restorative developed for easier, faster and predictable posterior restoration. Formulated in 2 discrete viscosities to fulfill individual preferences, Beautifil BULK Flow, a flowable variant is ideal for dentin replacement and a sculptable Beautifil BULK restorative to restore to full contour. Excellent chameleon effect is achieved with just two shades (Restorative Universal and A shade) of Beautifil BULK restorative that blends in imperceptibly with surrounding tooth structure.

Developed with S-PRG filler technology, Beautifil BULK Gionner resin systems come with additional anti-plaque benefits and sustained fluoride release and recharge to protect against recurrent caries. Exceptionally high filler load with unique filler resin structure maximizes light penetration for optimum cure (Up to 4 mm) while lowering polymerization shrinkage stress.
Splyce ID: Designing Bespoke Modern Wonder Clinics
Part III
(The Color White)

“Choosing the right white in itself is a job. There are unbelievable choices of white available to pick from...”

By Nijas Salim, UAE

There’s a lot of white at play in clinics. But it seems like we still can’t have enough. So what is with the color white I want to know?

That previous line almost plays out in my head like lyrics to a song. But that’s what I am asking Ranjit Prasad, the Principal Architect of Splyce. We know the obvious, white is the embodiment of cleanliness, of health and hygiene, the spick-and-span-germ-free hue, the sign that there is nothing sinister, however small in size, lurking, an RGB version of what you see is what you really get.

White has always been symbolic of purity and of freshness but Ranjit will tell you that despite white being a de facto color of use in the healthcare industry, white makes a massive design statement and its use has desired effects. White has the ability to expand the sense of space, and alter the experience of shapes. Though easy on the eye, it still needs utmost care, and this care is transformed into the assimilation of attributes of luxury. White is also quite relaxing and nourishing.

And suddenly I remember the importance of the color white, the understated king, the one that all colors unite to become. I remember that Krzysztof Kieślowski film, the one that imitates life, the one that is filled with humor, is called, White.

Splyce Interior Designs is a boutique agency driven to meet satisfactions of a clientele that know the value of good design and has incorporated that into their own philosophy. Splyce believes its raison d’être is creating stunning designs that exceed client expectations.

By nijas salim, UAE
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Fill-Up!
DUAL CURING BULK COMPOSITE

In a single step to give a perfect result

> Optimal depth polymerisation with minimal shrinkage due to dual curing system restoration.
> Guaranteed single-layer technique - even in very deep cavities of 10 mm
> Optimised sealing of margins - reduced post-operative sensitivity
> Universal shade in a convenient Automix syringe for efficient placement

The glow of the art
https://everglow.coltene.com
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